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Abstract 
This work presents a one-of-a-kind historical data set on Berlin, Germany, from 1875 to 
1936, in order to empirically test theoretical implications derived from a general Urban 
Economics framework in a historical context. A high level of spatial disaggregation of 
the data allows for assessing the role of rail-based public infrastructure in the 
generation of effective market access, and property prices within a rapidly growing and 
very dynamic urban area. It furthermore analyses the transport network’s influence on 
urban decentralization and changing spatial patterns of economic activity.  

The development of a multi-level centrality indicator provides the opportunity to 
assess the contribution of generated market access to the emergence of gradually 
dispersed commercial activity and sub-centers. While working with both cross-
sectional and time-difference estimates, the variation in transport technology serves to 
test for a gradual change in accessibility and hence the marginal effects of reduced 
transport costs and increased proximity to stations on historical land values, which are 
presented at block level. While endogenously determining the moving center of gravity 
(CBD) over time, it additionally features the observation of both land gradients and 
travel time gradients in order to test for variation in the city structure until a possible 
break-up of the historically evolved monocentric equilibrium. 

Results suggest that centrality generated by the public railway system had a major 
influence on (re-)location decisions for firms within a growing and decentralizing 
urban area, which permanently changed the urban patterns. While both a reduction in 
distance to a station and a reduction of transport costs to the CBD led to a significant 
premium paid for commercially used plots, which basically supports tendencies 
towards a rather polycentric structure, the evolution of land gradients in combination 
with travel time gradients indicates that the monocentric city model still fitted Berlin’s 
structure until the mid-20th century.  
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Zusammenfassung 
Die vorliegende Arbeit präsentiert einen bisher einzigartigen, historischen Datensatz 
für Berlin, Deutschland von 1875 bis 1936, anhand dessen Theorien der Stadtökonomie 
in einem historischen Kontext empirisch überprüft werden sollen. Die Rolle der 
öffentlichen Schieneninfrastruktur in Bezug auf effektiven Marktzugang und steigende 
Bodenpreise wird mit Hilfe einer besonders feingliedrigen räumlichen Betrachtung der 
relevanten Variablen und in einer rasant wachsenden und außerordentlich 
dynamischen Metropolregion untersucht. Des Weiteren wird der direkte Einfluss des 
Schienennahverkehrs auf urbane Dezentralisierungstendenzen und auf sich 
wandelnde räumliche Strukturen ökonomischer Aktivität analysiert.   

Die Entwicklung eines mehrstufigen Zentralitätsindikators erlaubt es, den 
unmittelbaren Einfluss von generiertem Marktzugang auf eine schrittweise Streuung 
gewerblicher Aktivität und der Bildung von Nebenzentren zu isolieren. Die Nutzung 
von sowohl Querschnitts- als auch Längsschnittsanalysen macht es möglich, anhand 
einer exogenentechnologischen Variation, die Veränderungen in der effektiven 
Erreichbarkeit und damit die marginalen Effekte sinkender Transportkosten und 
steigender Nähe zu Stationen auf historische Bodenpreise zu ermitteln. Darüber hinaus 
dienen Land- und Reisezeitgradienten, ausgehend von einem endogen ermittelten 
Gravitationszentrum  (CBD), einer Untersuchung der stadtstrukturellen Variation bis 
hin zu einem möglichen Aufbruch des historisch gewachsenen, monozentrischen 
Gleichgewichts. 

Die Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass das Ausmaß an Zentralität, wie es vom Netz des 
Schienennahverkehrs erzeugt wurde, großen Einfluss auf  gewerbliche 
Standortentscheidungen ausübte und die räumlichen Strukturen der Stadt nachhaltig 
veränderte. Die Reduzierung sowohl der Entfernungen zu Stationen des 
Schnellbahnnetzes, als auch der effektiven Reisezeit zum Stadtzentrum, führte zu 
einem signifikanten Preisaufschlag für kommerziell genutzte Grundstücke. Hierdurch 
wurden generelle Tendenzen stimuliert, die eine Entstehung polyzentrischer Räume 
begünstigen können. Dennoch führt die gemeinsame Betrachtung der Entwicklung 
von Land- und Reisezeitgradienten zu dem Schluss, dass das Modell der 
monozentrischen Stadt bis in die Mitte des 20. Jahrhunderts Berlins Stadtstruktur 
hinreichen zu beschreiben vermag. 
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1 .  Introduction 

Over the last centuries, the city has increasingly become the most important 

living space. Today, cities account for half of the world’s population. This figure 

is expected to increase rapidly to 60% in 2030 and 70% in 2050 according to the 

predictions by the UN. This dramatic rise in urbanization is largely driven by 

developing countries, which, in similar terms, are gaining ground on 

industrialized countries such as Germany. Given the increasing importance of 

cities as clusters of economic activity, the internal structure of cities has 

attracted much scholarly interest. The question of how spatial patterns within 

cities emerge and the corresponding insights provided for future planning and 

development have been the subject of economic thought dating as far back as 

the work of von Thünen (1826). He was probably the first to systematically 

approach the question of how spatial patterns in urban environments might 

emerge. According to his thinking, urban structures might emanate simply 

from the aggregate outcome of individual, utility- maximizing location 

decisions. It was not until the mid-20th century that this idea was first 

formalized by Alonso (1964), and further extended by Muth (1969), and Mills 

(1972). The so-called AMM model of the monocentric city represents the core 

idea of the scientific discipline of Urban Economics. Accordingly, an 

exogenously determined city center (central business district – CBD) hosts all 

economic activity and employment opportunities. Residents choose their 

location rationally to minimize commuting costs to their workplace. The 
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existence of varying bid-rent functions determines the overall spatial outcome 

and, given sufficiently large transport costs, the typical “Mills-map” emerges 

(Lucas and Rossi-Hansberg, 2002). This will lead to a general equilibrium 

structure with concentric residential areas surrounding the CBD and an 

agricultural sector, which is located at the city fringe.  

This monocentric city type has been a readily observable regularity throughout 

the world for a long time and the traditional model substantially helped 

understanding its nature. However, starting from the second half of the 20th 

century, a growing number of urban areas showed slightly changing 

characteristics, with ongoing dispersion of both jobs and residents. This 

gradually led to the emergence of many rather polycentric than monocentric 

urban areas represented by the formation of several sub-centers and local 

pockets of increased economic activity at geographically less central locations. 

While this phenomenon was repeatedly described across U.S. cities starting 

from the 1980s, urban economists faced the shortcomings of the traditional 

model and started formalizing more realistic scenarios by allowing for variation 

in the city structure. Some recent extensions have focused exhaustively on the 

role of innovations in transport infrastructure and growing population. 

Accordingly, improvements in a city’s public transit system lower commuting 

costs for residents and transport or opportunity costs for firms. This leads to a 

general upwards tilt of the corresponding bid-rent curves and enables the 

players to bid more for urban land. Consequently, the city can shift its former 
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implicit boundaries outwards and grow. However, the former spatial 

equilibrium may remain stable if and only if the growing population does not 

exceed an endogenously determined critical value. If it does so, Anas (1992) and 

Fujita et al. (1999) show how the co-existence of centripetal and centrifugal 

forces creates incentives for individual firms to leave the central agglomeration 

and to eventually relocate. The presence of transport costs in combination with 

increasing returns to scale implies that firms will prefer to locate at sites with 

favorable market access, which are plots or areas with low transport costs to 

the CBD or to other sub-centers of increased economic activity. This means that 

a firm is most likely to settle at well accessible sites in terms of public transport 

infrastructure and potential customers. Other firms will also be attracted to 

that site in order to realize scale economies. In a process of cumulative 

causation and self-reinforcing effects this location may be locked in over time.  

These ideas imply that transport innovations provide opportunities for cities to 

sustainably grow and attract potential residents. If the inflow of new residents 

leads to a certain increase in population, the historically grown monocentric 

structure may become unstable and the city will be in search of a new 

equilibrium structure. In this process, initial advantages and subsequent sunk 

costs may lead to a gradual break-up of monocentricity and polycentric 

metropolitan areas will emerge. While the theories are quite comprehensive, 

many of them – especially when taking a historical perspective –  still suffer 

from a lack of empirical evidence. Why is that? The most important obstacle is 
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the collection of relevant data. When planning to assess changing spatial 

structures one has to find a point in time which offers a large battery of 

exogenous shocks, strong enough to disrupt former equilibria. Since many cities 

in the world, for which a sufficiently large body of data is available, are already 

at high levels of development and densities, a contemporary perspective might 

not be able to identify sufficiently intensive shocks to their structure. 

Consequently, it would be appropriate to go back to a point in time at which the 

effects of growth and expansion may be directly observed; e.g. the period of the 

Industrial Revolution, which was probably the most powerful and dynamic era 

in Europe. But identifying and extracting the necessary amount of historical 

data for a highly disaggregated level of districts, municipalities and even 

individual plots proves to be a very sophisticated task. First, in many cases the 

required data are simply not available due to war losses,1 changes in 

administrative boundaries or insufficient documentation. Second, if the data 

are available, they are in the form of printed maps or non-digitized worksheets, 

which substantially challenges processing and further integration into digital, 

analytical environments. However, overcoming these obstacles may provide 

unique opportunities for urban economists and urban planners. Looking back at 

the past of European metropolises, especially in the course of the Industrial 

Revolution, provides the one-of-a-kind chance to directly explore the effects of 

large urbanistic development projects and to apply them to contemporaneous 

                                                        
1  Especially in Berlin and other German cities, the loss of huge amounts of raw data – due to 

the wars – constantly proves to be problematic. 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concepts. In combination with modern methods of applied spatial 

econometrics, theories of Urban Economics may provide invaluable implications 

and results for historical processes of transformation, which in turn may be 

directly applied to planning strategies across the modern world. Based on these 

considerations, this work delves far back in time and tests relevant theories 

from the field of Urban Economics in the historical Berlin during the second 

phase of industrialization, until shortly before World War II (1875-1936).  

Berlin is an ideal testing ground for related theories, since it represented a 

typical monocentric city at the beginning of the 19th century. During the era of 

the Industrial Revolution, it represented one of the fasted growing cities in 

continental Europe in terms of population growth and economic development. 

Within the focal time period, the city evolved from a relatively small area with 

only 913,984 inhabitants in 1871 to a metropolis with 4,338,756 within an area of 

878.1 km2 in 1939 (Statistisches Amt der Stadt Berlin, 1970, 1988).2 Hence, the 

population more than quadrupled. The city’s economic center was formed by 

the Berlin City Palace (Stadtschloss), which had been built in 1443 and had 

attracted and concentrated employment for centuries. Economic activity and 

residential areas were clustered within its immediate proximity until an 

enormous growth phase accompanied by a rapidly expanding railway network 

led to gradually shifting spatial patterns starting from the second half of the 

19th century onwards. In anticipation of further development, planning 

                                                        
2  In 1870, the area comprised only 59.2 km2. 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authorities decided to widen and completely restructure large parts of the city, 

even including the surrounding communities and towns. The so-called 

Hobrecht Plan was implemented in 1862 and led to far-reaching building and 

reorganization processes until 1914 (Hegemann, 1930). By 1890, Berlin’s inner 

core was characterized by an enormous density of both residential and 

commercial use. The recently generated and constantly increasing demand for a 

work force drew immigrants into those boroughs that only a few years earlier 

had still belonged to the city fringe. By that time, however, they already 

belonged to the inner parts of a fast-growing bigger region.3 Expanding 

administrative, financial, and manufacturing sectors created more and more 

need for land, still intensifying density within the historical CBD (Hofmeister, 

1990; Leyden, 1933; Louis, 1936). The building activities of the Hobrecht Plan 

facilitated some major movements. They created residential space combined 

with a well-planned concept of mixed-use development. Especially along the 

representative boulevards, which in many cases led radially away from or in 

circles around the old CBD, large proportions were dedicated to commercial 

areas. These efforts facilitated residential decentralization and a redistribution 

of market opportunities for businesses. In particular, the southwestern towns 

(and later boroughs of Berlin) Charlottenburg and Wilmersdorf experienced an 

enormous population growth between 1880 and 1910 and were characterized 

                                                        
3  Up until 1912, Berlin was still represented by a relatively small area. Due to fast growth 

processes, it was expanding towards the outer boroughs. Simultaneously, the surrounding 
cities, which by 1920 were joined into the area Groß-Berlin with 878 km2, were also growing 
and expanding towards the old Berlin, completely enclosing its outer boroughs. 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by their large proportions of wealthy inhabitants.4 The high concentration of 

purchasing power generated market potential, attracted economic activity, and 

may have contributed in large to the emergence of the most important sub-

center during this time– the Kurfürstendamm or Kudamm” area.5 Besides the 

initiatives planned for urban reorganization, the main inner city transport 

network was developed within the same period and helped in accelerating 

formulated intentions. The long radial railways connected even more distant 

communities to the inner regions of Berlin. This generated great incentives, 

especially for wealthy residents, to settle at less central areas. Small 

settlements around and along the newly built lines and stations developed 

quickly and attracted businesses. In line with the abovementioned theories, this 

indicates how improving transport systems may play a role in explaining 

decentralization processes and changing spatial structures. 

In order to empirically assess and to quantify the ongoing processes, the 

collection of a substantial amount of historical data is indispensable. This, 

moreover, allows for observing the spatial development analytically, and for 

testing the theories, starting from the very beginning until the possible break-

up of the historically evolved equilibrium owing to huge shifts of the spatial 

forces. Anecdotal evidence continuously points to the emergence of a second 

center within the Kurfürstendamm area starting around 1910 and further 

                                                        
4   During this period, Charlottenburg grew from 30,562 to 305,978 and Wilmersdorf from 2,911            

to 109,716 inhabitants (Leyden, 1933). 
5   The area comprises the space around Breitscheidplatz, along Tauentzienstrasse, and along 

Kurfürstendamm. 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developing during the 1920’s. Simultaneously, the constantly decreasing 

importance of the historical CBD is emphasized. In contrast to common 

assumptions linking the contemporaneous duo-centricity of the city to 

cumulative causation processes caused by the division, this could imply the 

observed emergence of a new stable equilibrium even many years before the 

start of World War II. If so, the large battery of shocks on the city structure 

might have led to a permanent break-up of monocentricity. 

This work aims at assessing the role of rail-based public infrastructure in a 

growing and decentralizing urban area during the second phase of the 

Industrial Revolution. Against the background of theoretical implications from 

the field of Urban Economics it presents a comprehensive empirical analysis in a 

historical context. Providing a one-of-a-kind historical data set, the anecdotal 

accounts conveyed by many historians are quantified and explored empirically. 

To my knowledge, this is the only work in Europe presenting historical analyses 

to such an extent,6 which is probably due to the general problematic of 

collecting and applying historical data to models of modern Urban Economics. 

The remainder is organized as follows. Chapter 2 will provide an overview of the 

historical development of Berlin during the focal period. It will be restricted to 

those parts of the story which are directly relevant for the conducted analyses. 

This will allow for a deeper understanding of the empirical results and for 
                                                        
6  The body of historic data and evidence is probably only matched worldwide by the case of 

Chicago (e.g. McDonald, 1981, 1987; McDonald and McMillen, 1990; McMillen, 1990, 1994; 
McMillen, 1996; McMillen and McDonald, 2002; McMillen and McDonald, 2004). 
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placing them into the historical context. It will be followed by a detailed 

description of the complete set of the identified historical sources, the 

extracted data, and the procedures on how to integrate them into digital 

analytical environments. The fourth chapter presents a state-of-the-art 

perspective and a deeper introduction to the relevant Urban Economics 

theories. The empirical analysis starts in section 5. Every point will give a short 

overview of the relevant data set and the methodologies, followed by the 

results and concluding thoughts. A quantitative measure of centrality 

generated by the urban rapid transit network is presented in 5.1, followed by an 

analysis of the role of the calculated results in promoting the emergence of sub-

centers within a decentralizing environment. 5.3 will address the derived 

premiums to be paid for individual plots of land, which experience a significant 

increase in accessibility. First, in terms of reduced proximity to newly emerging 

train stations and, second, in terms of reduced travel times to the CBD owing to 

a constantly expanding railway network. Against the background of an 

environment in which the working centrifugal forces led to increased outward 

movements of business until 1936, it will finally be assessed if the monocentric 

city structure still held in describing the commercial dispersion or if the 

exogenous shocks were strong enough to form a polycentric urban area even 

before the start of World War II. 
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2.  Berlin until  WWII 

This section aims at providing a deeper historical background on Berlin’s 

development in the late 19th and early 20th century. This will help in connecting 

the historical evidence conveyed by historians to the empirical model world of 

the field of Urban Economics as well as the subsequently conducted analyses. 

Only a few years before the beginning of World War II, after which the historical 

center of Berlin had been almost entirely destroyed, the center of the capital of 

the German Reich had exerted an enormous economic attraction. This 

attraction was hardly matched by any other city during the late 19th and early 

20th century. While in 1801 Berlin was inhabited by only 172,988 persons, in the 

course of the Industrial Revolution its population was to increase to reach an 

extend of 4.48 million until 1942. The reasons for this impressive growth path 

accompanied by a substantial spatial expansion, especially between 1862 and 

1920, may be found in various processes of politically motivated development 

policies as well as rapid economic growth. The commencing Industrial 

Revolution and a constantly expanding network of rail-based public 

infrastructure may be named as the most important ones. Due to the politically 

supported restructuring of Prussian economic systems, starting from the 1820s, 

the economy of Berlin in particular was about to flourish. This established the 

basis for essentially promoting the codependent development of inter-city (and 

later inner-city) railway construction offering new possibilities for the transport 

of goods, as well as a constantly stimulated urban economy. 
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Consequently, the demand for a labor force constantly increased during the 

second half of the focal century and could be ideally met owing to the capital’s 

newly emerging accessibility within Prussia. Peasants and villagers were drawn 

into the metropolis-to-be, searching for work or higher wages, as promised by 

the expanding sectors of Berlin’s industry. The centrally located residential 

areas experienced an enormous intensification within only decades, which 

made it necessary for planning authorities to essentially rethink further 

development strategies. Inner-city infrastructure had to be further extended 

and residential capacities had to be multiplied. In 1862, the Hobrecht Plan was 

enacted in order to regain control of the various unintended side effects. It 

aimed at a complete transformation of the city’s spatial structure and at the 

spatial incorporation of surrounding villages and municipalities. 

As a further consequence of continuous migration, changing economic 

requirements and the changing traffic situation, the geographical center of 

Berlin experienced a substantial architectural densification accompanied by 

employment concentration leading to the emergence of a “city” (CBD) 

corresponding to the denomination of that time.7 Until 1939, about 500,000 

people were to work there, which represented 22,7% of the city’s total labor 

force (Krause, 1958). Almost the entire foundation of Berlin’s (and, in part, 

                                                        
7  In the German geographic literature, the expression “city” refers to a construct, which in 

general shows the characteristics and the importance of the City of London. Its structure is 
characterized by a relative absence of residential areas while hosting the city’s central 
administrative and economic functions. It is further represented by the area’s highest 
concentration of traffic volume (Aust, 1970; Behrmann, 1954; Krause, 1958). 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Germany’s) most important industries was located in this very center of the 

growing area. 

The remainder of this section seeks to disentangle the different development 

paths to provide a more profound understanding of the respective history. It is 

organized as follows. While 2.1 provides some brief information on the spatial 

development of Berlin during the focal period of about 65 years, section 2.2 will 

describe important backgrounds to the emergence and the expansion of its 

rapid transit system. Further historical evidence on the economic development 

(2.3) as well as the institutional determinants of later population growth and a 

constantly changing building environment are presented in section 2.4. 

2.1 . The Spatial Development 

Getting an idea of how the city’s boundaries changed during the research 

period forms an essential part of fully understanding the whole story. In the 

course of the 19th century, continuous migration and constantly intensifying 

economic interdependences between Old Berlin8 and surrounding villages, 

municipalities, and towns soon led to an informal integration of the latter. This 

was to result in the first act of incorporation in 1861, when Berlin almost 

doubled its area from 35.1 km2 to 59.2 km2.9 While further economic growth –

due to the Industrial Revolution – caused more and more regional linkages, a 

                                                        
8  The term “Old Berlin” (Alt-Berlin) commonly refers to the city within its pre-1920 boundaries. 
9   The following population numbers and figures on the area of Berlin are taken from the 

Statistical Yearbook of Berlin (Statistisches Amt der Stadt Berlin, 1970, 1988)  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wider administrative concept regarding the region’s common interests was 

required. Regional solutions for a common infrastructure network, a master 

plan regarding further construction activities, the further development of free 

land and green spaces, and comprehensive authority issues had to be 

elaborated. To this end, the regional administration unit  (Zweckverband Groß-

Berlin) was founded,10 which generated a formal but loose connection between 

the area’s urban districts (Stadtkreise) Berlin, Charlottenburg, Wilmersdorf, 

Rixdorf-Neukölln, Lichtenberg, and Spandau, and its rural districts Teltow and 

Niederbarnim. The corresponding law came into effect in 1912 (Erbe, 1987). At 

least the intended preservation of large forests and green spaces to guarantee 

sustainable health policies could be accomplished (Dauerwaldvertrag). 

However, many problems remained unsolved due to the unit’s lack of 

administrative power and a missing superordinate authority. Following the 

foundation of the Weimar Republic in 1918, the remaining political obstacles for 

a consolidation of Old Berlin and surrounding towns and municipalities no 

longer existed and the new city Groß-Berlin was founded in 1920. In the grand 

amalgamation Old Berlin was joined with seven other cities, 59 rural 

municipalities (Landgemeinden), and 27 rural districts (Gutsbezirke). The area 

multiplied and grew to 878.1 km2, increasing the total population to 3,803,300 

(Hofmeister, 1990).11 Figure 1 shows Berlin after the grand amalgamation of 

                                                        
10   A comprehensive illustration of the incidents, which finally resulted in the foundation of the 

regional administration unit, can be found in Erbe (1987). 
11   The contribution of Old Berlin was about 1.9 million inhabitants. 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1920, indicating the 23 newly created districts as well as the old tariff wall (built 

in 1737) and the area of Berlin after 1862 (Old Berlin). 

 

Fig.  1  The Administrative City Structure after 1920 

 

Source: Own illustrations. 

 

2.2. Infrastructure 

The development of Berlin’s public transportation network is deeply entwined 

with the dynamics of the entire city. As suggested by the monocentric model, 
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mass transportation provides opportunities for residents to locate further away 

from the CBD without losing the privilege of accessibility, which tilts the 

residential bid-rent curve outwards and may generate a bigger supply of the 

urban workforce in the whole area. Simultaneously, it triggers forces, which 

lead to both a certain growth and an intensified concentration of the business 

sector in the very center owing to changing implicit transport costs. Hence, a 

denser network works in both directions by enforcing both centripetal and 

centrifugal forces. 

The theoretical notions are completely in line with the historical evidence 

presented. One of the most interesting aspects regarding the emergence and 

development of the whole system of public infrastructure in Berlin is that it 

enabled huge processes of migration on one hand and the consolidation of 

Berlin and its surrounding cities on the other hand (see 2.1). The expanding 

suburban railway network allowed more and more peasants to travel to the city 

and meet the demands of a constantly growing labor market. Since travel time 

decreased significantly, the total workforce was not necessarily to settle within 

the boundaries of Old Berlin but could locate in well-connected areas outside 

the city. In the late 19th century, about 25 percent of the total workforce of 

adjacent and surrounding municipalities and villages worked in Berlin (Erbe, 

1987). This was only possible by means of a well-developed rapid transit system. 

Although several other means of transportation were implemented (like 

streetcars or buses), the major force regarding spatial processes emanated from 
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the railway network. From the time it was implemented in 1838 and during the 

whole research period, it was the fastest way to travel. Ahlfeldt and Wendland 

(2008a) estimate an average train velocity of 33.8 km/h. This allowed for deep 

economic and sociological linkages within the whole area. Other means of 

transportation were mainly connecting inner city districts and their scope and 

velocity to connect the spatial units even outside Old-Berlin was limited. 

Therefore, their impact may not be sufficiently strong to model the forces that 

led to a formal integration of the whole region. Their role in shaping the 

structure of the whole area is not taken into account here, but may be an 

interesting aspect for further research. 

2.2.1. The Suburban and City Railway Network 

The era of public mass transportation in Berlin started in 1838, when the first 

inter-city connection between Berlin and Potsdam was inaugurated. Within 

only eight years, five termini were built and represented the final points of 

radial connections between Berlin and several surrounding cities.12 The 

“Potsdamer Bahnhof” (1838), the “Anhalter Bahnhof” (1841), the “Stettiner” and 

“Frankfurter Bahnhof” (1842), and the “Hamburger Bahnhof” (1846) (Bley, 2003). 

Apart from the “Frankfurter Bahnhof” they were all located outside the 

historical tariff wall (see Figure 1).13 These location decisions depended on the 

                                                        
12  The most important connections were established between Berlin and Frankfurt (Oder), 

Köthen, Stettin, Breslau, Hamburg, and Magdeburg. 
13  The former tariff wall spanned a radius of about 1.5 km to 3 km around the Berlin City Palace. 

Amongst others, its boundaries were defined by the “Brandenburger Tor” to the west, the 
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relationship between the state of Prussia and several privately run railroad 

companies. Their aim was to advance as closely as possible to the tariff wall 

without being forced to deal with inner-city building codes and constantly 

increasing land prices (Hoffmann-Axthelm, 1982).  

Until 1851, a provisional connection between most termini had been built but 

was used almost exclusively for the transport of Prussian troops. Since its tracks 

crossed major streets and traffic hubs several times, it constituted an 

unbearable obstacle for the city’s traffic flows. Consequently, a new circular line 

(Ringbahn) was built and opened in 1877. The major goal was to connect all 

termini and to simultaneously improve the accessibility of destinations within 

the city center. Anticipating subsequent city growth, it stretched around Berlin 

and was built even beyond the city’s boundaries at that time, running through 

the former towns and villages of Charlottenburg, Tempelhof, Pankow, Rixdorf, 

Weißensee, and Wilmersdorf (Schachinger, 1982). It was also supposed to 

provide a greater variety of potential residential locations for the inner-city 

working class (Dittfurth, 1993). 

Until 1879, the second phase of expansion, Berlin’s railway network was 

extended by eight additional termini and corresponding radial lines. The 

“Görlitzer Bahn”(1867), the “Ostbahn”(1867), the “Lehrter Bahn”(1871), the old 

“Wanseebahn”(1874), the “Militäreisenbahn”(1875), the “Dresdner Bahn”(1875) 

                                                                                                                                                               
Rosenthaler Tor” to the north, the “Stralauer Tor” to the east, and the “Hallesches Tor” to the 
south. The names of the 20 control points are still represented by contemporary street 
names. 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the “Nordbahn”(1877/78), and the “Wetzlarer Bahn”(1879). With the 

inauguration of the “Wetzlarer Bahn”, the big era of nationalization of the 

privately run railroad companies started. The Prussian state was about to 

become the mightiest public transport operator, obtaining far-reaching 

authority and the ability to assert itself when facing major planning decisions 

(Külz, 1982). In the meantime, Berlin had become the most important railway 

hub within both Prussia and the German Reich (Kgl. Ministerium für öffentliche 

Arbeiten, 1896), which should be constantly emphasized in later years when 

referring to the exceptional location advantages of that area (Baar, 1968; 

Becker, 1962). 

Since this second era of construction coincided with an era of increasing 

population growth, several lines had quickly reached their operational limits in 

terms of train frequency and passengers. The ticket prices were continuously 

adjusted to meet the demands of all social classes, which further increased the 

intensity of usage. An additional line connecting the existing circular line at its 

eastern and western stations was required urgently (Borchert et al., 1987). The 

renowned architect August Orth had already been trying to encourage the 

construction of a powerful east-west connection since 1871 and was now 

appointed to finally build it. The planned routing turned out to be a very 

controversial subject since the German Association for Railroad Construction 

(Deutsche Eisenbahn Gesellschaft –DEG) and the Prussian state had very 

different intentions regarding future usage. The DEG acted as an investor, 
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trying to maximize possible revenues from real estate and land sales. It had 

bought several plots of land in Berlin’s inner city and expected increasing land 

prices after creating a higher accessibility. Consequently, the tracks were to 

approach as many obtained plots as possible. However, the Prussian state 

aimed at creating a fast east-west connection in order to rapidly transport its 

troops, while construction costs had to be minimized. The final routing may be 

described as an outcome which was mainly dependent on agreements and 

accidents (Schachinger, 1982). The inner city line (Stadtbahn) was finally 

inaugurated in 1882.  

The construction of the major network, as it is still existent today, was finished 

by 1900 and by 1930 almost all lines had been entirely electrified.  
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Fig. 2 Suburban and City Railway Network 1936 

 

Source: Own illustrations. Urban and Environmental Information System of the Senate 
Department Berlin (2006). 

 

2.2.2. The Subway Network 

With respect to the emerging subway network, we can distinguish between 

two stages of development until 1936. The first stage began with the 

inauguration of Berlin’s first metro line (Stammlinie) in 1902 and lasted until 

1913. It was not until 1923 that the economic situation in the aftermath of World 

War I allowed for further extensions. 
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As for the first stage, although increasing traffic flows strongly suggested the 

construction of a north-south connection, political processes and conflicts led to 

the emergence of another east-west line14 (Bousset, 1935). As an elevated 

railway, it ran entirely on tracks above the street level and initially had a length 

of 11 km. The then surrounding towns of Schöneberg, Charlottenburg, and 

Wilmersdorf quickly identified the economic potentiality of a wider mass 

transportation network and immediately started elaborating contracts with the 

responsible construction company (Hochbahngesellschaft). The first line was 

subsequently extended and passed through Charlottenburg by 1913. The 

routing was mainly determined by the intentions of two players. Deutsche Bank 

had recently bought large areas of land in the municipality of Westend and 

intended to connect them to the new line in order to benefit from increasing 

land values (Erbe, 1987). The city of Charlottenburg on the other hand preferred 

the tracks connecting areas further to the north. Again, several arrangements 

finally determined the actual route (Bousset, 1935).  

In 1910, the city of Schöneberg opened its own line, which was directly 

connected to the circular line and initially comprised five stations. Only three 

years later, a further line was inaugurated in the then City of Wilmersdorf and 

was co-financed by the city and the Prussian financial administration. The 

project intended to connect southwestern areas, where new housing was about 

to be developed (Lemke and Poppel, 1989). Until 1913, Berlin’s subway system 

                                                        
14   In addition to the already existing city railway. 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was extended to a total length of 37,8 km and – wherever possible – directly 

connected to the railway’s circular line. In combination with the suburban 

railway system, the center was radially connected to the surrounding suburbs 

and cities, which intensely influenced settlement decisions and thus the 

emerging shape of the growing area.  

 

Fig.  3 Underground Railway Network 1913 

 

Source: Own illustrations. Urban and Environmental Information System of the Senate 
Department Berlin (2006). 
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In the second phase, previously existing plans regarding a further network 

extension could finally be realized. But it was not until 1923 that the necessary 

north-south connection was established and gradually expanded until 1930. It 

was the first city-owned line and connected the subway system and the circular 

line at three points. It furthermore offered direct access to the city railway. A 

second north-south line was also constructed and opened by 1930, and 

generated additional connections to the circular line and the city railway, while 

previously existing lines were expanded. 

 

Fig.  4 Underground Railway Network 1936 

 

Source: Own illustrations. Urban and Environmental Information System of the Senate 
Department Berlin (2006). 
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2.3. Industrial Boom and the Path towards a Global City 

Since 1709, Berlin had been the capital of Prussia. For this purpose, the Berlin 

City Palace had undergone a complete transformation, making use of the 

renowned architect Andreas Schlüter. It was redesigned to represent the 

administrative center of the city, which itself represented the center of the 

Prussian Empire. Henceforth, it strongly attracted all kinds of services 

connected to life at the royal court and consequently became the center of 

economic activity within the, then, very small city (Escher, 1987).15 At the 

beginning of the 19th century, the Prussian authorities felt threatened by the 

rapid economic development of France and the United Kingdom especially and 

had to face own shortcomings regarding their economic performance. To 

overcome the identified problems, large programs initiated by Beuth16 and 

funded by the government aimed at improving the competitiveness of the 

Empire and consisted of both exhaustive travel programs for Prussian engineers 

and large investments in local firms run by the government. A foreign 

workforce was recruited and advanced foreign technology acquired. Although 

the programs were quite successful, it took a long time to abolish the 

production methods, which emanated from the former guild system, and 

replace them with modern factories and standardized mass production (Mieck, 

1987). 

                                                        
15  In 1712, 61,000 residents were counted (Statistisches Amt der Stadt Berlin, 1970, 1988). 
16  Christian Peter Wilhelm Beuth was Privy Councillor of Finances and the Head of the 

Department of Trade and Industry of the Ministry of Finance. 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Until the second half of the 19th century, Berlin maintained its status as a 

craftsman-dominated city (Bergmann, 1973). The proportion of workers in that 

sector exceeded that of people working in services by far. They created excess 

supply, which eventually led to large shifts of the local workforce to the 

constantly expanding sector of services. This was also due to the increasing 

importance of the representative life at court and an observable increase in 

high-income households, which required a large variety of highly specialized 

services (Mieck, 1987). However, experiencing a rapid process of 

industrialization, which was combined with large additional capital inflows due 

to Prussia’s victories over Austria and France, resulted in a huge economic shift 

towards industries of mass production and services. Until 1871, when the 

German Reich was founded under the rule of Wilhelm I. (1797-1888), the 

industrial sector had gained a predominant role in Berlin’s labor market, with a 

share of 67% of the total labor force. Although the sectors of services, 

transportation and commerce grew in total numbers, they could not keep up 

with the fast development, their proportion of the urban workforce shrinking 

from 42.4% in 1849 to 32.5% in 1867 (Thienel, 1973).  

Massive space problems across the expanding industries forced many growing 

firms to relocate to less central districts. While many formerly small family 

businesses had been able to remain within inner-city residential areas, the 

growing firms were now facing rapidly increasing land prices and congestion, 

which both triggered and fostered industrial decentralization. Those spatial 
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problems had resulted in a so called “first movement” of expanding firms even 

before 1871 (Hofmeister, 1990). By the beginning of the 20th century, a “second 

movement” had gradually affected and filled up the entire area enclosed by the 

circular line. The CBD transformed itself more and more into a depopulated 

area, dominated by retail, services, and administrative activity (Leyden, 1933). A 

subsequent wave of decentralization, the “third movement”, had the largest 

impact on the urban structure. The inner city, which was implicitly represented 

by the tracks of the circular line, did not leave any room for further expansion, 

thus forcing firms to move to remote districts and even outside of the city. 

Besides the effects the foundation of the German Reich had on Berlin’s labor 

market, it was to exert another dominating influence on urban dynamics and 

resulting changes in the structure. After 1871, the ministerial authorities were 

rapidly entrusted with the task of assuming the reign of government for the 

whole Reich, while the city simultaneously maintained its status as the Prussian 

capital. New administrative units were located within the historical center 

around the Berlin City Palace and especially along the “Wilhelmstraße”, which 

created a governmental district of enormous dimensions (Leyden, 1933). Along 

with drawing even more workers into the CBD,17 this was to increasingly foster 

the densification of buildings serving the state apparatus in that area.  

                                                        
17  Until 1939, 62,000 administrative employees worked in the CBD, which represented 1/3 of 

the whole workforce in that sector (Krause, 1958). 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2.4. Population and Building Development 

Population 

A growing economy and the concentration of government activities within the 

historical CBD exerted a strong attraction. The rural population poured into the 

metropolis looking for jobs and higher standards of living. They were either 

absorbed directly by the expanding industries or offered their services as 

servants for the numerous upcoming middle-class families. Between 1849 and 

1871 the population had already doubled to 932,000, which can be attributed to 

immigrants rather than to increasing birth rates. They mainly located within 

only two outlying districts; the “Luisenstadt”, which partially belongs to 

Kreuzberg, and the “Stralauer Vorstadt”  (Thienel, 1973). They were located 

outside the CBD and close to the tariff-wall. Large portions of the drapery and 

clothing trade were concentrated in those outskirts offering an increasing 

demand for workforce. Until 1870, they hosted about 33% of the whole 

population of Berlin, which created unbearable residential densities (Leyden, 

1933).18 

However, at the same time the population densities within the very core of Old 

Berlin decreased dramatically. While “Dorotheenstadt”, “Friedrichstadt”, and 

“Kurfürstenstadt” experienced depopulation quite early, the other districts of 

                                                        
18  According to Leyden (1933), even in 1925 the population density in certain areas of the district 

of Kreuzberg reached 1358 per hectare. 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the historical center followed from 1890 onwards.19 A single block enclosed by 

“Behrenstrasse”, “Mauerstrasse”, “Kanonierstrasse”, and “Jägerstrasse”, which 

hosted 1686 inhabitants in 1885, may serve as a representative example. By 

1925, only 41 people remained (Leyden, 1933).  

There are three major periods regarding the depopulation of the core of Old 

Berlin. The first started shortly before 1875, when the abovementioned inner 

districts experienced great residential losses. Until 1890, “Friedrichswerder” had 

lost 36%, “Berlin” 27%, “Kölln” 25%, “Dorotheenstadt” 16%, and “Friedrichstadt” 

and “Neu-Kölln” 11% of their highest population levels. Apart from “Friedrich-

Wilhelmstadt”, the remaining districts still saw increasing annual numbers of 

residents of up to 10% (Leyden, 1933). 

The second and most influential phase took place between 1890 and 1910. 

While the first phase had filled up all land within the – originally very spaciously 

laid out – tariff-wall, the second wave reached further and multiplied the 

population within the outer districts rapidly. Interestingly, the same district 

could experience very different developments depending on its proportions of 

land located inside or outside the old wall. Typically, while the inner part of the 

“Königsviertel” lost inhabitants, the outer part more than sextupled its 

residents (Leyden, 1933). 

                                                        
19  Detailed illustrations of the historical districts within Old Berlin are offered by Ribbe, W. and 

Schmädecke, J.: Kleine Berlin-Geschichte. 3. Aufl., Berlin 1994, S. 107. 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A third phase can be identified between 1910 and 1925, but its assessment is 

complicated by historical events. Firstly, it is biased by World War I, which led to 

far-reaching population losses decreasing the number of residents from 

2.083.400 in 1912 to 1.748.00 in 1918. Secondly, when “Groß-Berlin” was founded 

in 1920 it fostered the ongoing processes of decentralization that otherwise 

would probably not have taken place to such an extent. More and more middle-

class and upper-class residents moved out of the densely populated and 

congested districts towards the city fringe. Berlin had multiplied its area (see 

2.1.) and – due to enormous expansions of the urban public transport system – 

now offered innumerable location opportunities for its residents. Thus, within a 

period of fifty years, a remarkable shift in the distribution of inhabitants had 

taken place, which was manifested in a dramatic depopulation of the core areas 

and the ongoing densification of outer districts. Old Berlin eventually 

experienced a loss in population of 74 %, compared to 1871 (Leyden, 1933). 

Building Development 

One of the most striking events in Berlin’s planning history was the “Hobrecht 

Plan”. It led to processes, which were simultaneously to influence the 

distribution of economic activity and the distribution of population, while 

implicitly fostering residential segregation in certain areas.  

The “Hobrecht Plan” was an urban planning design from the year 1862 and was 

to provide the structural foundation of modern Berlin. It consisted of fourteen 

district plans. Although he was quite inexperienced (Hegemann, 1930), James 
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Hobrecht was appointed director of a new commission and entrusted with the 

task of designing an area which ended up being twice as large as the existing 

developed urban space. Originally, the plan was above all a street building plan 

with two dominant themes.20 It attempted to create housing blocks of 

approximately the same size and laid out representative boulevards and orbital 

roads. They were designed to connect the main radial streets and to form an 

inherent structure, which was also to determine building alignments 

(Fluchtlinien) and the layout of representative plazas and green spaces. Existing 

urban structure was to be retained wherever possible to avoid conflicts and 

expropriations, for which no legal framework existed. The commission 

members were aware that they lived in a time of growth and urban 

transformation. Accordingly, the plan was designed to allow for further growth 

and movement and the needs of industry and railways were especially taken 

into account. Industrial areas were preferably located at the periphery of each 

plan to minimize negative externalities across neighborhoods (Bernet, 2004).  

The highly ambitious intentions of the restructuring efforts also involved 

improving living conditions through the creation of various squares and green 

spaces. Additionally, individual lots were to be designed as generously as 

possible. This was due to both the expected industrial growth and for health 

reasons. One of Hobrecht’s ideas was to generate a co-existence among 

different social classes within the same buildings.  

                                                        
20  Since actual construction within the building blocks was not or only indirectly regulated, the 

term “building plan” may be misleading. 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However, despite all noble intentions the plan was highly controversial and 

broadly discussed. Both conservatives and liberals firmly rejected it because of 

its “wide-ranging impositions” and “disruptive individual regulations”.21 Many 

real estate speculators considered the plan to be an impediment and a first step 

towards a gradual restriction of the free market. By contrast, to social reformers 

the plan’s regulations did not reach far enough (Bernet, 2004). Because it did 

not contain strict stipulations regarding the actual structure of individual 

buildings, the building height and density was only slightly determined by 

Prussian police regulations. Consequently, property owners followed their 

intentions of mere rental income maximization. The consequences for residents 

were catastrophic. Densely developed blocks emerged, with six-storey rental 

tenements (Mietskasernen) and adjacent rear buildings, basement dwellings, 

and diminutive courtyards. Hegemann (1930) claimed that this plan created 

inner-city tenements for four million residents and created unbearable living 

conditions. In point of fact, Berlin was called the world’s biggest tenement city 

(“größte Mietskasernenstadt der Welt”) (Richter, 1987). 

 

 

 

                                                        
21  Cf. ‘Stadtplaner August Orth, Gustav Assmann und Wilhelm Boeckmann im 

Architektenverein Berlin’, in H. Hammer-Schenk (ed.), Architektur (Stuttgart, 1985), 157f. 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3.  Historical Data Sources 

This section provides information on the collection, processing, and editing of 

the main data sets. It describes the process of obtaining and extracting the raw 

data and the first steps necessary in making use of them. More detailed 

information on how the intermediate results were obtained, which were 

subsequently used in the relevant model framework, are described in each 

subject chapter. 

The analytical frame is mainly defined by the contemporaneous block structure 

of Berlin, which is presented as a geo-referenced GIS map of the whole city, and 

which is based on the Urban and Environmental Information System of the 

Senate Department of Berlin (2006). It divides Berlin’s area of approximately 

892 km2 into 15,937 statistical blocks, which represent the most disaggregated 

level for data provided by the Berlin Senate. With a median surface area of less 

than 20,000 m2 they correspond to the size of a typical inner city block of 

houses. Hence, they offer a sufficiently fine level of disaggregation to model 

intra-urban accessibility. Almost all subsequently described data sets have been 

adjusted to this digital map in order to obtain comparable results over the 

years. Furthermore, matching the historical data to the contemporary block 

structure sets the base for statistical analyses and the modeling of spatial 

relationships within standard GIS environments. 
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3.1. Population Assignment 

The population numbers for the block level are not directly available for the 

whole research period from 1871 to 1936. The most disaggregated data available 

refer to the wider areas of 94 historical villages (Ortsteile) and adjacent 

communities, all within the boundaries of present-day Berlin. They were 

collected by combining both Leyden (1933) and the Statistical Yearbook of Berlin 

(Statistisches Amt der Stadt Berlin, 1878-1939) and were found to be consistent 

across other sources. The sources allowed extracting the population for about 

every five years between 1871 and 1936.22 

In order to approximate the corresponding population level per block, equal 

distribution is assumed within those areas, which have been built-up in each 

corresponding year. Thus, only blocks which actually contained buildings were 

taken into account. A map showing the historical development of the built-up 

area in Berlin provided the relevant information (Topographische Karten der 

Preussischen Landesaufnahme, 1957). The historical map had to be digitally 

processed in order to extract the relevant information and to assign it to the 

official GIS map of contemporary Berlin. Figure (5) shows exemplarily the built-

up area of 1936 after it had been assigned to the digital GIS map and therefore 

indicating the corresponding boundaries of each statistical block. The 

                                                        
22   In some cases it was necessary to interpolate the population for small parts of a historical 

village by using growth rates of the corresponding numbers for a wider area (e.g. district 
growth rates).  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corresponding maps for the years 1875 and 1910, as indicated by the official 

map, are presented in the appendix. 

 

Fig.  5 Built-up Area in 1936 

 

Notes: The area has been assigned to the official block structure. 

Source: Own illustrations. Urban and Environmental Information System of the Senate 
Department Berlin (2006). 

 

Given that a statistical block usually consists of more than one building and 

that historical villages offered quite homogenous patterns of buildings, the 

assumption of equal distribution proved to be feasible. Consequently, block i’s 
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population ( ) can be approximated by calculating its proportion of the total 

built-up area within village o. 

, (1) 

where  represents the total built-up area in block i in m2  and P is the total 

population of village o.  subsequently defines the total built-up area within 

village o. 

3.2. Modeling the Infrastructure 

Since one very important intermediate input of this work consists of providing 

measures and indicators to model intra-urban accessibility, the evolution of the 

complete public railway was gradually traced back to the year 1875.23 That was 

only a few years before the city’s circular line (Ringbahn, 1877) and the city 

railway (Stadtbahn, 1882) – two lines that turned out to be the most important 

for inner-city traveling – were inaugurated. By 1936, the number of stations 

within the combined subway and railway network had grown to a total of 222 

Stations and the combined network summed up to a total length of more than 

410km.24 All railway lines and all stations were completely digitized by 

consulting historical network plans, which were geo-referenced and matched to 

                                                        
23 In the following I refer to the combined metro and railway network. 
24 This is very close to the size of the area connected in contemporary Berlin with a total 

network of 475 km. Network lengths refer to calculations based on the modeled transport 
infrastructure 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Berlin’s block structure. In a second step, all possible trips between all stations 

were identified.25 Therefore, the distances along the lines had to be calculated 

within a GIS environment, which allowed for the subsequent creation of a 

matrix indicating all bilateral distances. This procedure was carried out for 

every five years starting from 1875.  

3.3. Land Use 

The information on land use could be extracted from a colored map indicating 

the real land use of a large part of inner Berlin for three points in time.26 Bruno 

Aust (1986) rendered outstanding services to all subsequent Berlin-related 

research by collecting this invaluable information regarding historical land uses. 

It covers the years 1880, 1910, and 1940 and displays land uses disaggregated to 

the very detailed level of individual plots. The land uses are divided into the four 

categories residential use, mixed use, business use, and industrial use. The 

maps were completely digitized by extracting and processing each single plot. 

In subsequent steps they were converted into shape files, which can be used for 

calculation and spatial analysis in standard GIS environments. Table (1) shows 

the number of plots for the different uses in each year. The whole sample sums 

                                                        
25 Relevant information and network plans can be found at: 

http://www.bahnstrecken.de/indexf.htm; http://www.bahnstrecken.de/bse.htm; 
http://berlineruntergrundbahn.de/; www.stadtschnellbahn-berlin.de; 
www.berlinerverkehr.de.  

26 Taking the Berlin City Palace as point of reference, the area covered reaches about 10 km to 
the north-west and south-west, and about 6 km to the north-east and south-east, covering 
the entire inner-city of Berlin. 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up to 12,807 extracted and digitized plots. They represent the raw plots and do 

not correspond to the number of assigned 2006 blocks. Since all three maps are 

subject to about the same scale, the numbers on differently used plots indicate 

ongoing processes of subdivision of plots. This suggests a constantly growing 

intensity of usage due to growth and increasing population density. In line with 

the formulated intentions of this work, only commercially used plots were used 

for the analysis. The usage of remaining information on land use will be subject 

to subsequent research. 

Tab. 1Land Use Plots 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4. Land Values 

Since valuations of commercially used plots represent reliable indicators for 

perceived attractiveness of subject locations, these data form a very important 

part of this work. The collection of historical land values proved to be a very 

sophisticated task due to a severe lack of sources. Creating a representative 

 1880 1910 1940 

Residential 936 2776 3154 

Business 101 508 596 

Mixed 954 1157 1241 

Industrial 348 517 519 
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sample for the whole research period involved careful evaluation of the data 

and the corresponding theoretical implications. To allow for a precise 

interpretation of subsequent results against the background of relevant 

theories, McMillen’s (1996) basic strategy was applied. He restricts his sample 

exclusively to commercial areas to generate a more homogenous sample. Due 

to higher opportunity costs of travel and therefore steeper bid-rent curves of 

firms, those plots are assumed to being affected more strongly when facing 

major changes in accessibility. Consequently, all previously extracted business 

and mixed-use plots were identified and only the corresponding land values 

were collected. After cleaning the raw data, I obtained 1,718 commercially used 

plots within an approximate 9 km radius around the endogenously determined 

center.27 

Reliable data on land values could be retrieved from two major sources. The 

first is represented by the work of the renowned technician Gustav Müller 

(1890-1910), who provided colored maps indicating land values disaggregated 

up to the level of individual plots of land and single houses. These maps were 

presented in a similar way to Olcott’s land values, which contributed to Chicago 

becoming a unique laboratory for Urban Economics in an historical context. He 

worked in cooperation with official planning authorities and his maps represent 

about the same area as the land use maps. The stated objective was to provide 

official and representative guides for both private and public investors 

                                                        
27  5.2 describes the process of endogenously determining the center. In 1890 it is located at the 

corner of Behrenstr./ Kanonierstr.  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participating in Berlin’s real estate market. While Müller himself did not 

explicitly reveal the exact procedure of land valuation, the imperial valuation 

law (Reichsbewertungsgesetz) of the German Reich contained a strict order to 

use capital values for the assessment of commercial plots based on fair market 

prices. In line with the valuation laws for commercial land, Müller claims that 

his assessment refers to the pure value of land, which is adjusted for all 

building and even garden characteristics. He also corrects for specific location 

characteristics such as single and double corner lots, subsoil and courtyard 

properties. The maps cover the whole inner city of Berlin. The values were 

extracted and assigned to the contemporary block structure. In order to obtain 

representative results, the arithmetic average of all values located within a 

statistical block was assigned. Values were collected for the years 1890, 1896, 

1900, 1904, and 1910. Since not all plots had been properly developed in all 

years, some values were eventually ignored. 

The second source was provided by Ferdinand Kalweit (1928, 1936). Between 

Müller’s work and 1928, no sources regarding land values in Berlin could be 

found.28 Kalweit himself claims to have been the first to publish land values 

since World War I. In his function as a chartered building surveyor (“gerichtlich 

beeideter Bausachverständiger”), he offered great expertise regarding land 

valuation procedures, and received a government assignment in order to 

                                                        
28  The last known year covered by Müller was 1914. Additional data that could be found stems 

from different sources and covers only small areas. Consistency checks could not validate the 
quality of the data. 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overcome the lack of documentation created by the troubled environment of 

WWI and hyperinflation. Kalweit’s work resulted in two books containing land 

values for all streets in the city in 1928 and 1936. Like Müller, he followed the 

explicit rules of the imperial valuation law. He additionally considered 

information on real sales as a basis for local adjustments. After controlling for 

subsoil property and location characteristics, he assigned representative 

minimum and maximum values of the pure land value to each street. Since the 

aggregated street level generates possible biases when considering small 

commercially used plots, several rules had to be applied. First, business blocks 

are assumed to yield higher sales prices than residential blocks. So it can be 

argued that the indicated maximum values most likely correspond to the 

respective commercially used blocks within the streets. Second, in some cases 

the provided values referred to very long road stretches and therefore affected 

the precision of the data. By consulting a third source (Runge, 1950), which 

provides a block level map for 1938 land values for the inner city of Berlin, 

careful evaluation allowed for proportionally assigning values to smaller and 

homogenous street stretches.29 Since a built-up block can also be represented 

as a part of one street (or the crossing point of several streets), taking the 

arithmetic average of all streets involved proved to provide the most reliable 

values. 

                                                        
29 Runge covers a considerably smaller area and provides values only for one year (1938). His 

values were only consulted to divide big streets into smaller parts and compare them to the 
Kalweit index. The Runge values have been ignored in subsequent analyses. 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Combining the two sources and the seven points in time for which the 

corresponding values were obtained provides a whole sample of 11,512 land 

value observations. 
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4.  State of the Art:  An Urban Economics Perspective on 
Spatial  Transformation 

This section will introduce into the theoretical and empirical Urban Economics 

background regarding the spatial transformation of urban areas. This includes 

some general thoughts on the internal structure of cities as well as conducted 

projects with direct relevance to this work, which will be represented by some 

commonly acknowledged seminal works.  

To start off, it was mentioned in the introduction to this work, how general 

urbanization processes across the world led to an increasing scholarly interest 

in cities over the last decades. Building on von Thünen’s work, early Urban 

Economics (Alonso, 1964; Mills, 1972; Muth, 1969) developed formal models of 

an urban economy, which as a common feature assumed economic activity 

within cities to be completely concentrated in the urban core. Employment and 

population densities as well as land value diminish with distance to that core. 

The body of empirical literature with respect to the monocentric framework is 

scarce and almost exclusively limited to U.S. cities (Atack and Margo, 1998; 

Smith, 2003) – in particular to Chicago (e.g. McDonald, 1981; McDonald and 

McMillen, 1990; McMillen, 1996; McMillen and McDonald, 2002; McMillen and 

McDonald, 2004).30 This is also due to the lack of opportunities to assess this 

phenomenon empirically, since the collection of historical data on the level of 

cities, districts, and municipalities proves to be complicated. 

                                                        
30   Some of the few exceptions are offered by Abelson (1997), and Ahlfeldt and Wendland  

(2008a). 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Regarding this fairly simplistic framework, recent Urban Economics research 

repeatedly addressed the key weakness of early models, which fail to provide a 

rationale for why urban economic cores emerge in the first place. Trying to 

endogenize the working economic forces, explanations commonly refer to 

positive externalities. Firms, accordingly, have an incentive to move into central 

agglomerations due to production externalities arising from the spatial 

interaction between them, which raise productivity and hence the willingness 

to bid higher prices for land.31 In this setting, strong incentives for 

agglomeration are provided (e.g. Berliant, Peng, and Wang, 2002; Fujita and 

Ogawa, 1982; Pavlios and Wang, 1996). If the respective externalities are 

localized and commuting costs are relatively high (as is typical for cities of the 

19th century) then within a framework of abstract space the traditional “Mills 

map” will emerge (Lucas and Rossi-Hansberg, 2002). This von Thünen-type 

geography may in fact be sustainable if and only if the population does not 

exceed an endogenously determined critical level. According to Henderson 

(1988), the city size, and therefore the critical level, depends on the interaction 

of localization and urbanization economies. Hence, fairly diverse cities benefit 

from both types offering more possibilities for economies of scale within and 

across industries, which leads to generally more potential for subsequent 

growth.  

                                                        
31  See for formal models BORUKHOV & HOCHMAN (1977), FUJITA & OGAWA (1982),  

LUCAS (2001), LUCAS & ROSSI-HANSBERG (2002), and TEN RAA (1984). 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At what point this equilibrium may break up has been subject to several 

theoretical works, but could not satisfyingly be assessed empirically. Anas 

(1992) and Fujita et al. (1999) develop theoretical models, which deliver relevant 

implications by showing how a growing population creates incentives for single 

firms to leave the central agglomeration and settle at less central points. Other 

firms will follow in order to exploit economies of scale, and residents are 

potentially attracted by reductions in commuting costs to the decentralized 

employment opportunities.32 On the firm level, the incentives to move near 

decentralized agglomerations have been modeled in a number of excellent 

studies (Hotchkiss and White, 1993; Ross and Yinger, 1995; Sullivan, 1986; White, 

1976, 1990). Hence, in a process of cumulative causation, a polycentric structure 

with one or more decentralized sub-centers representing peaks of population 

and land value gradients may finally emerge out of a monocentric urban 

economy. Empirical approaches on how to identify sub-centers are offered by 

McDonald (1987), Plaut and Plaut (1998), Garreau (1991), and Lang (2003).33 

Particularly in an environment of rapid urbanization and city growth, firms 

deciding to move out of the traditional core (or moving newly into the area) 

potentially take into account centrality with respect to consumers and/or 

employees, which is known as the concept of market access (Harris, 1954). 

                                                        
32  However, the literature still suffers from a severe lack of theories providing rationales for the 

question of whether firms will follow residents to benefit from enhanced market access or 
whether residents perceive certain forms of business as location amenities and will 
subsequently settle in direct proximity. 

33  Garreau and Lang instead refer to the construct of “edge cities”. 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Peripheral areas with relatively high market access, e.g. due to a well-developed 

infrastructure, offer the possibility of replicating some of the economies of 

agglomeration that originally existed in the formation of the CBD. Since 

expanding networks of public infrastructure increase the effective accessibility 

of firms and consumers while decreasing transport and commuting costs, they 

generally contribute to shifting the urban bid-rent curves upwards. 

Additionally, they lead to a premium paid for properties in immediate proximity 

to newly emerging or better connected stations. The impact of urban rapid 

transit network on property prices has been investigated in a number of studies 

based on cross-sectional (e.g. Bowes and Ihlanfeldt, 2001; Dewees, 1976; 

Gatzlaff and Smith, 1993) as well as dynamic perspectives (Bajic, 1983; Dewees, 

1976; Gibbons and Machin, 2005; McDonald and Osuji, 1995; McMillen and 

McDonald, 2004; Voith, 1993). However, apart from the work of Ahlfeldt and 

Wendland (2009), which is presented in 5.3, it has not been applied to a 

historical context which would allow for observing the development of prices 

starting from the evolution of a changed system of urban transport costs.  

The sudden availability of rapid transit represented an enormous shock to 

historical urban structures and most likely contributed to spatial 

transformations of many cities. Recent studies tried to test the effect of this 

shock on modern cities but failed to support the theory that the supply of better 

accessibility triggers the demand and therefore is capable of actively changing 

urban patterns (Altshuler, 1979; Cervero and Landis, 1995; O'Sullivan, 2009). So 
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far, only Ahlfeldt and Wendland (2008a) have tested the reactions of the urban 

structure on changing transport costs during the peak time of Industrialization 

(see 5.4). In contrast to studies on modern cities, these results strongly support 

theoretical implications.  

After all, it can be concluded that while historical evidence provides resilient 

evidence for the validity of the monocentric model until the mid 20th century, 

the empirical literature is still in an early stage regarding the predictions of 

Urban Economics theories on the spatial transformation of cities into 

polycentric organisms. This lack of evidence calls for a research agenda that 

exploits the long-term evolution of a city structure in an environment of 

considerable variation in city size, transport and production technology. This 

works aims at providing further empirical evidence on the conceptual 

framework, which has been presented here, and thus substantially contributing 

to the empirical Urban Economics literature.  
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5.  The Empirics on Spatial  Transformation 

In line with the implications of chapter 4, this section presents the empirical 

analysis using the data sources as have been presented in 3. 

The foundation for further analysis is laid out in 5.1. A quantified centrality 

indicator, which is based on the collected population data and the digitized 

rapid transit network, will be calculated in order to show the effective 

accessibility of each statistical block. This will introduce and visualize the 

concept of market access generated by the public infrastructure. A main aspect 

of this work consists of quantitatively identifying decentralization processes 

and in finding evidence for accessibility-based location decisions.  Since the 

Kurfürstendamm area represented the strongest sub-center between the 

beginning of 1900 and the beginning of WWII, a very interesting feature will 

address the question whether it revealed any location advantages prior to its 

emergence and its flourishing years in the 1920s. If it did, and if endogeneity in 

construction processes could be rejected, this would provide strong evidence for 

the role of market access in shaping economic structures and determining 

locations of major economic activity. While 5.1 assesses these possible location 

advantages, in section 5.2 the emergence of market access is set in relation to 

the development of commercial land values. First, all possible sub-centers are 

identified by ranking their land values, while the application of accessibility 

indicators will reveal whether the focal area exhibited location advantages in 

terms of accessibility, relative to alternative locations. In this manner, the 
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market access indicator will be dissected into the traditional, purely distance-

based measure and the extended measure, which takes into account the 

effective accessibility generated by the railway network. Next, I turn to the 

most powerful agglomeration (the Kurfürstendamm area) in order to conduct a 

micro study. The same strategy is applied to the core region within the area, to 

assess whether the development itself may have been subject to initial location 

advantages. 

In the course of this section, the data set used will be gradually extended as I 

proceed to explore the subsequent topics. 5.3 introduces a rich body of collected 

land values and potentiality indicators to calculate marginal benefits of 

enhanced location advantages in terms of proximity to stations and reduced 

travel time to the CBD. Individual plots are observed in both cross-sectional and 

time difference settings and the evolution of possible premiums in valuation 

will reveal additional marginal benefits of accessibility. The section will 

conclude with an empirical test of the monocentric structure as implied by the 

traditional model using both standard distance gradients and calculated travel 

time gradients. To my knowledge, this is the first work to model historical travel 

time gradients in order to test for time relevant changes in urban structure. A 

subsequent counterfactual scenario will address the question to which extent 

the expanding public infrastructure networks contributed to the evolution of 

commercial land values and therefore to the magnitude of commercial 

decentralization.  
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5.1. Market Access and Rapid Transit Systems 

This section employs a multi-level market potential indicator to represent urban 

centrality generated by the public transit system from 1875-1935. Theoretical 

expectations suggest that in the course of spatial reorganization processes, 

which are mostly accompanied by notable commercial decentralization, firms 

are most likely to choose those locations that offer both a sufficiently large 

amount of free space to expand and a high level of access to markets. This 

implies good access to both customers and other firms in order to exploit scale 

economies and productivity gains. Hence, the concept of market access applies 

to the idea of relocating to areas which host large numbers of potential 

customers and are well connected to the public transit system to help 

minimizing transport costs to the CBD. If the two determinants of spill-over 

effects and market access are strong enough and localized, these locations may 

foster the emergence and sustainability of sub-centers. Hence, it will be tested 

whether specific locations across the city exhibited a significant advantage in 

terms of market access. The developed market potential indicator quantifies 

the centrality of all 15,937 statistical blocks generated by the public rail network 

and identifies relocation opportunities within a growing city.  

Berlin offers an ideal framework for testing this idea. Its specific history implies 

that the contemporary, nearly perfect duo-centricity (Senatsverwaltung fuer 

Wirtschaft Arbeit und Frauen, 2004) reflects a spatial equilibrium which may 

have emanated from the long period of its division in East- and West-Berlin and 
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now proves to be permanent. However, the roots of this development reach 

further back to the closing years of 1800, when the street was originally built as 

the Elector’s (Kurfürst) pathway to his summer residency in the forest 

(Grunewald). Within only a few years, by the beginning of 1900, the major part 

of the street was covered with representative upper-class residential buildings 

and excellently served by several rail lines (see 5.1.2).  

Since the Kurfürstendamm area is known to have epitomized a thriving district 

in the Golden Twenties, it will serve as an example for assessing whether good 

market access in terms of a relatively superior connection to the public rail 

system and access to potential customers may have fostered its emergence and 

subsequent growth. 

5.1.1. Data and Methodology 

In the economic geography literature, a long tradition dating back to Harris 

(1954) models agglomeration forces by calculating market access indicators as 

the distance-weighted sum of population. For instance, if Pi is the population of 

block i, then  

, (2) 

is the population potentiality (PPi) of block i, where Pj is the population of block 

j, a is a distance decay factor implicitly determining transport costs, and dij is 

the straight-line distance between the geographic centroids of blocks i and j. 
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Because we are dealing with blocks of different sizes, a basic concept of 

empirical economic geography (Crafts, 2005; Keeble, Owens, and Thompson, 

1982) is employed to generate a block-internal distance measure based on its 

surface area, which can be used to determine the self-potential:  

, (3) 

where dii is block i’s internal distance, equal to one-third of the radius of a circle 

of block i’s surface area (block-areai). 

This indicator represents a fairly intuitive measure for urban centrality in a 

broad sense from a business perspective, since regions with high population 

potentiality maximize access to employees and customers.  

However, accessibility within metropolitan areas is essentially determined by 

metro-rail and suburban railway networks. Employing a multi-level market 

access indicator allows for a more realistic spatial aggregation of population on 

the basis of public transportation networks. It considers both distance to 

stations and the centrality of stations within the network as well as the 

effective distribution of population on a micro-level. Hence, for the purposes of 

this research, it draws a more comprehensive picture of rail-based centrality 

than standard approaches relying exclusively on the mere distance to railway 

stations (Bowes and Ihlanfeldt, 2001; Gatzlaff and Smith, 1993; Gibbons and 

Machin, 2005; Grass, 1992; McMillen and McDonald, 2004). All of Berlin’s 15,937 

statistical blocks are related to each other by combined network distances 
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allowing for distinct travel costs for train rides and walks. Assuming that 

residents use the nearest station, choose the shortest network connection 

within the combined metro and suburban railway network, and leave the 

railway system at the station located closest to their destination, the 

generation of population potentiality basically consists of three steps. 

Firstly, the population potentiality of each station within the network is the 

distance-weighted sum of the surrounding blocks’ population: 

,  (4) 

where SPm is the population potentiality, respectively market access, of station 

m, Pj is the resident population of block j, b is a distance decay factor, and dmj is 

the straight-line distance between station m and block j. 

Secondly, population potentiality generated by the rail network is the distance-

weighted sum of the station potentialities of all other stations within the 

network: 

, for  (5) 

where NSPs is the population potentiality of station s, which can be thought of 

as the potential for a resident who lives immediately adjacent to station s and 

wishes to commute by rail-based public transportation. Parameter a, again, 

determines spatial decay and dsm is the shortest network distance between 

stations s and m. Stations’ self-potentials are not considered here since 
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residents only traveling within the catchment area of a station will obviously 

not take the train. 

Finally, network station potentiality has to be discounted by the walking 

distance from the station to a business location in order to account for 

customers’ or employees’ transport costs: 

,  (6) 

where RPPi is the population potentiality generated by the urban railway 

network at business block i and dis is the distance from block i to the nearest 

station s. Combining equations (4) – (6), employment potentiality can be 

written as: 

, for  (7) 

A parameter value of 2 implies a maximum range of approximately 2 km or 20-

30 minutes of walking time. Gibbons & Machin (2005) show that this range 

represents a feasible approximation of urban railway stations’ impact areas. 

Employment potential estimates available in the literature, which are based on 

the market access equation proposed by Harris (1954), show that the standard 

decay parameter value for a of 0.5 (Wu, 2000) may be employed for broader 

spatial discount within an urban environment. 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5.1.2. Results and Conclusion 

Results 

The indicator (7) visualizes the quantified market access for the whole study 

period in Figures (6-7). The coloring represents the effective accessibility for 

residents of each block generated by the public rail network. It implies that, 

starting from 1875, it was especially the termini and stations along the 

provisional first circular line (Ringbahn) that strongly benefited from enhanced 

access. Radial lines leading from the periphery towards the historical CBD 

fostered the aforementioned processes of migration and of centralization. The 

center of gravity of the population was initially located clearly further to east, 

where residents concentrated in the traditional working-class districts of Old 

Berlin and Kreuzberg. High-capacity connections leading directly towards the 

west had not been implemented before the inauguration of the inner-city line 

(Stadtbahn) in 1882. Initiated by its implementation, a gradual shift of 

population and market access could be observed, which was significantly 

strengthened by the first east-west metro in 1902. 
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Fig. 6 Market Potential Generated by Rail-Based Urban Transport 
1875-1900 

  

  

  

Source: Author’s own calculations, Urban and Environmental Information System of the Senate 
Department Berlin (2006), Leyden (1933), Statistical Yearbooks (Statistisches Amt der 
Stadt Berlin, 1878-1939). 

Notes: Classes have been calculated applying the Jenks algorithm (natural-breaks method) 
that aims at minimizing the differences within and maximizing the differences 
between classes. 

 




